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Neurologists who consider them-
selves less of general experts relat-
ed to the nervous systems and

more experts in a particular condition
may be the wave of the future. As neu-
roscience becomes more complex than
one person can be expected to know,

the move towards subspecialization
grows stronger.

The United Council for Neurologic
Subspecialties recently approved its
fifth subspecialty membership, this
time for neuro-intensive care.
Membership is the first step in the

accreditation and certification process;
from here, the accreditation council
will work with the subspecialty on
requirements for fellowship programs
to prepare the physician for independ-
ent practice. For more information, go
to www.ucns.org.  PN

UCNS Approves New Subspecialty Membership

Congress Fails to Stop Medicare 
Cuts, Promises to Act on Liability Crisis

NEWSBRIEFS

In December it looked like the long-
feared 4.4 percent cut in Medicare
reimbursement rates would be post-

poned, as both the House of
Representatives and the Senate ap-
proved budget reconciliation bills that
promised a freeze on the scheduled cuts.
Unfortunately, the bill approved by the
Senate was so different it had to be rec-
onciled with the House legislation, and
while Congress tries to figure out how
to spend money this year physicians are
suffering a pay cut.

The politically active groups who
fought against the cuts last year have
redoubled their efforts. The American
Medical Association, for instance, has
updated its advocacy effort, inviting
physicians to send a message to their
local senators and representatives
through its web site (www.ama-
assn.org). Most analysts are predicting a
freeze on the cuts when Congress recon-
venes largely due to such efforts. 

Last month, the AMA reported a
survey showing an exodus of providers
from the Medicare system, with 38 per-
cent of respondents saying they would
quit taking new patients. However, a
study by the Center for Studying
Health System Change indicates physi-
cians may be willing to accept a one-

time hit to their incomes
without rejecting patients,
based on recent history.
The nonpartisan research
organization found that
physicians’ willingness to
accept new Medicare
patients gradually increased
from 71.1 percent in 2000
to 72.9 percent in 2004
despite a 5.4 percent reim-
bursement cut in 2002.
They concluded that physi-
cians may be willing to
endure one pay cut but
would likely go through
with the exodus if rates
continue to drop. 

Some politicians are still
working to win physicians’
support by calling for nationwide med-
ical liability reform. In October, Senate
Majority Leader Bill Frist (R-Tenn) said
he would push to introduce legislation
and “de-link” a lot of the issues reform
opponents bring up when voting against
it. Vice President Dick Cheney also men-
tioned the need to reform the system “so
that good, honest doctors aren't forced
out of practice by trial lawyers and frivo-
lous lawsuits,” during a speech in Kansas
City, MO.

Although few states have reforms in
place, some are seeing improvement.
The largest insurers in Pennsylvania, 
for example, did not increase their 
premiums in 2005. While some,
including Gov. Edward Rendell, have
said this shows the crisis has significant-
ly abated, hospital representatives at the
Delaware Valley Healthcare Council
said there are still intractable problems
in terms of recruitment and retention of
physicians. PN

                    



When South Korean scientists
announced they had cloned
stem cells, there was a constant

debate about the ethics of behind the
technology. But by the end of 2005, it
was clear the researchers committed a
serious breach of ethics themselves. They
could not provide data proving they had
custom-tailored embryonic stem cells
after allegations surfaced about repeated
pictures and other questionable practices.

Although cloning human embryos
remains less science than science fiction,
stem cells are still seen as the future for
medicine. Here in the United States,
though, President George W. Bush
shows no sign or relenting on the feder-
al restrictions concerning the develop-
ment of new stem cell lines despite
repeated calls from both senators and

scientists. Unfortunately, the current
federally approved lines are contaminat-
ed from animal material, so their appli-
cation in research remains limited. 

Future lines may be free of this prob-
lem. Researchers at University of
Wisconsin-Madison reported they creat-
ed two lines of stem cells without the
influence of animal proteins in Nature
Biotechnology (published online January
1, 2006). Using donated frozen embryos
in a privately funded lab, they outlined
the conditions that made this possible
and showed how the cells could be
“coaxed” into developing into heart,
nerve, pancreatic and other cells. 

Until then, scientists may find them-
selves seeking creative solutions to the
problem. At the Salk Institute in San
Diego, researchers have injected about

100,000 human embryonic cells into the
brains of 14-day-old rodent fetuses to
create animal models with human-like
brains. These could prove useful to show
how stem cells could help in neurode-
generative diseases by creating animal
models for treatment, although all
experiments will be conducted under
strict ethical guidelines.

It remains to be seen if the federal
ban on stem cell funding will be lifted.
Until then, there will likely be more
efforts to discover new ways around the
problem. We may also see more work
done on cloning, as the South Korean
government continues to fund such
research, although the names on the
new papers will likely be very different
than the ones previously lauded as pio-
neers. PN

three years, 75 percent had a positive response
to the treatment, with a significant reduced
migraine aura frequency (mean 1.5 each
month before treatment compared to 0.4) and
significantly reduced aura duration (26.9 min-
utes before and 8.3 after). (J Neurol
Neurosurg Psychiatry 2005;76:1730-1732)

n Pressure Pointers. A stroke patient’s
baseline blood pressure can help predict his or
her outcome after an ischemic episode,
according to a study in Stroke 2005;36:21619-
2625. Investigators in Dusseldorf investigated
the relationship between blood pressure level
and variability and outcomes in 615 patients.
They found higher levels of both baseline sys-
tolic and diastolic pressure readings were
associated with a 22 percent higher probability
of favorable outcome after 90 days. The
authors noted that while decreased variability
in diastolic blood pressure independently pre-
dicted a more favorable 90-day outcome, sys-
tolic blood pressure variability was not an inde-
pendent predictor of outcomes.

n Imuran Indicates Effect. MS researchers
have no doubt heard that azathioprine

(Imuran) has been shown to reduce relapse
rates in patients, but a recent study in Arch
Neurol 2005;62:1843-1847 reports there is
now evidence it can affect lesions. A study at
the University of Florence used MRI to show
that the treatment reduced new brain lesions
indicating progression by more than half in 12
out of 14 patients. The results were similar to
those conducted with injectable interferon-
beta, but it will take a larger study to confirm
the benefit. 

n Eyeing a New Therapy. An open-label
pilot study of six relatively young Parkinson’s
disease patients may offer a new vision for
treatment. Natividad Stover, MD and colleagues
at the University of Alabama implanted human
retinal pigment epithelial cells, which produce
levodopa in animal models, into the patients’
postcommissural putamen on the side of the
brain opposite of the affected side. Over the
ensuing 12 months, their UPDRS motor scores
improved 48 percent on average and the thera-
py was generally well tolerated. (Arch Neurol
2005;62:1833-1837)

n Prioritized Again. The consensus of
both MS specialists and marketing analysts is
that, barring any further cases PML being
reported, of natalizumab (Tysabri) has a good
chance of returning to the market in 2006. If
there is no further bad news, it may be back in
the clinic before summer starts. The FDA
announced in early December that it was giv-
ing the treatment priority review status, mean-
ing it would complete its review in six months
instead of the usual 10. 

n Lamotrigine Lightens Aura. A popular
treatment for seizure prevention in epilepsy
patients may also go a long way towards
reducing the frequency of migraine aura and
subsequent attacks. Researchers in Austria
and Germany examined the effectiveness of
lamotrigine (Lamictal) by having 59 patients
keep headache diaries for two months before
receiving 25mg/day of the treatment, followed
by an increase of 25mg each month if no
reduction in symptoms was observed. After
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Developments and Setbacks to 
Stem Cells May Change Debate
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